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This is the report to the Minister for Planning and
Environment and the Director of Environment and Planning
from the Mount Misery/Hurdle Ridge Working Party.
The Working Party was set up following a recommendation
from a Commission of Inquiry conducted into planning
provisions for hard rock deposits in the Wingecarribee
Shire during 1984. The Commission of Inquiry found that
the Mount Misery/Hurdle Ridge deposit was of regional
significance and should be protected for future
extraction.
However, the Inquiry concluded that the
area defined for extraction by the Department of Mineral
Resources was too large and should be redefined by a
Working Party. Such a Working Party should also
establish planning details for buffer areas around the
deposit.
The Working Party was convened in May, 1986. It met on
seven occasions and concluded its deliberations in
This report sets out the terms of
February, 1987.
reference and outlines the Working Party's
deliberations, conclusions and recommendations.
The Minister for Planning and Environment and the
Director of Environment and Planning have both endorsed
the general thrust and recommendations of the report.
However, both have expressed the view that offensive
and hazardous industries should not be permissible
within the defined extraction area.
The Working Party Report provides a framework and
guidelines for the council, Government agencies,
developers, landowners and the public concerned with the
planning of the Mount Misery/Hurdle Ridge deposit and
surrounding area.
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. CONCLUSIONS
1. That the area of extraction identified to the
Commission of Inquiry by the Department of Mineral
Resources should be reduced on the basis of visual
The reduced area is shown on the map in
impact.
Appendix H.
2. The Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge deposit cannot be seen
from the village of Berrima as identified in the
Wingecarribee L.E.P. No. 55. However, it can be seen
from some areas in the vicinity of the Village
particularly in the developing rural residential area to
the north along Old Mandemar Road. In those areas the
Working Party considered that the Council should take
care to ensure that existing vegetation is preserved as
riiuch as possible to ensure the deposit area is screened
to the maximum extent.
3. A buffer area is required around the resource to:
minimise conflict with the surrounding
community because of noise, vibration and dust;
enable the extraction of the resource with a
minimum of landuse conflicts; and
retain the visual amenity of the deposit area
when viewed from surrounding vantage points.
4. Two buffers are involved around a quarry. One is an
"operational buffer in which environmental impacts are
assessed during actual operation. The other is a
which is an area defined for landuse
planning buffer
planning purposes to ensure long term protection of the
resource.
5. Further subdivision into less than 40 ha. lots
should be prohibited on land inside the Mt.
Misery/Hurdle Ridge resource area and planning buffer
area.
6. Permissible landuses within the planning buffer area
and over the deposit should be limited to:
Advertising structures, agriculture, clubs, dwelling
houses, extractive industries and related purposes,
forestry, home industries local roads, offensive or
hazardous industries, recreation areas, plant nurseries,
recreation vehicle areas and timber yards and other
compatible uses.
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(a) Where a residence is located in the operational
buffer zone such residence should be in the
control of the quarry company, if desired by the
owner. This may be by lease, purchase or mutual
agreement.
(b) The Working Party supports the principle that
the operational buffer should be in the control
of the quarry company, whether by lease,
purchase or mutual agreement, recognising that
in some instances this may not be necessary or
possible.
Future purchasers of land should be made aware that
the land may eventually be required for or be adversely
affected by extractive industry.
In considering development applications, both the
Department of Environment and Planning and the
Wingecarribee Shire Council must take into account the
In
need to preserve the resource and its buffer zone.
particular, the Department and Council should use
whatever powers are available to them to ensure that
incompatible developments are located as far as possible
from the quarry operational area.
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.RE(.OMMEN!DATJC)NS

the
Illawarra Regional Environmental Plan
That.
I.
No. I he amended by:
altering the map identifying the Mt. Misery
/1-lurdle
blue
Inc, tal deposit to
Ridge
with
the area
identified on
coincide
map at. Appendix H as suitable for
extraction, (hereafter referred to as the
resource area) together with the
surrounding I ,000 metre planning buffer
area
prohibiting all subdivision below 40
bectares; in the area referred to in (a)
above.
(C)

limiting permissible uses within the
planning buffer and resource area to:
Advertising structures, agriculture, clubs,
dwelling houses, extractive industries and
related purposes, forestry, home industries
local roads, offensive or hazardous
industries, recreation areas, plant
nurseries, recreation vehicle areas, and
timber yards and other compatible uses.
When considering an application for any of
the abovernent i oned purposes (except for
extractive industries) in the planning
buffer and resource area after a quarry has
been established or a development
application for a quarry has been lodged,
the consent authority should take into
account whether;
the development will be significantly
affected in an adverse manner by
proximity to a quarry; whether
existing or planned.
the applicant for the consent is
aware of the nature of the quarry
operation or likelihood of a future
quarry operation and has notified the
council in writing of his, her or its
awareness of any impacts quarrying
may have on land within the
planning buffer area; and
the development will pose an
unreasonable restriction on quarry
operations;

(It should be noted that. clause 33 of the
I].lawarra Regional Environmental Plan No. 1
already addresses the development control
procedures prior to a quarry being
developed or planned in detail, by ensuring
that existing extractive materials are not
rendered unavailable by incompatible uses.
(see page 16 of this report for details).
That when the Illawarra R.E.P. No. 1 has been
amended in accordance with recommendation No. 1, the
Minister reiitove the Section 101 Direction from Mt.
Misery/Hurdle Ridge.
(a) That dwelling houses should continue to require
development consent in the resource and planning
buffer area;
(h) The Director should retain his concurrence role
for developments in the resource and planning
buffer areas, as is currently required under
Clause 33 of Illawarra R.E.P. No. 1; and
(c) That before deciding whether or not to grant
concurrence as outlined in (b), the Director
should refer any development application to the
Department of Mineral Resources and the State
Pol lut. ion Control Comrni ss ion for comment.
That the Wingecarribee Shire Council be advised
(a) to provide a note on Certificates issued under
Section 149 of the E.P.A. & A. Act, to inform
intending purchasers of land both on the
resource area and inside the planning buffer
area, that the land may be affected by
extractive industry proposals;
(h) to advise applicants for development approval
for dwellings on land both on the resource area
and inside the planning buffer area, that the
land may be affected by extractive industry;
(C)

when considering applications for development
approval for a dwelling on land both on the
resource area and inside the planning buffer
area, to consider the likely future impact of
quarrying on the proposed dwelling and attach
the
s it. ing of
the
condit.i ons
concerning
dwelling where appropriate; and
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(d) when considering an application for extractive
industry on the Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge deposit
to consider attaching as conditions of a
consent that:
(i)

no quarrying take place outside the area
identified as the limit of extraction on
the map at Appendix H.

(ii) access to the F5 freeway should:
avoid passing through the township of
Berrima;
be the most direct available;
be by private haul road if possible;
avoid passing through the township of
Mittagong in the long term;
avoid passing rural residential
fronting
currently
development
Greenhills Road.
(iii) the blast face be orientated away from
populated areas as far as practicable to
minimise noise and vibration impacts;
(iv) no spillage or overburden be allowed over
the quarry rim, except where it is for the
construction of a bund wall;
(v) quarry workings, including stockpiles but
excluding bund walls and landscaping
be concealed within the operative buffer
as defined in any environmental impact
statement.
(vi) the site be suitably landscaped
concurrently with development to provide
maximum screening from surrounding area.
(vii) development of the low-lying area between
Mt. Misery and Hurdle Ridge shown cross
hatched on the map at Appendix 'H' should
only occur after a bund wall has been
constructed and trees have been planted
which effectively screen the area from
surrounding vantage points.
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3. BACKGROUND
During the preparation of Wingecarribee Local
Environmental Plan No. 55 it was found that a conflict
existed between the draft Plan prepared by Wingecarribee
Shire Council and the draft Illawarra Regional
Environmental Plan with respect to Mt. Misery. The
Council plan identified an area containing a proven
deposit of blue metal as suitable for subdivision into
10 hectare allotments. The Department of Environment
and Planning (D.E.P.) considered that subdivision of the
land would effectively sterilise the resource, and its
future extraction potential.
The Department of Mineral Resources carried out a
program of test boring in 1983 which, in general,
confirmed its earlier assessment that the Mt. Misery
site provided a major potential source of coarse
aggregate for the Sydney Region. In view of the
potential economic significance of the resource, that
Department felt that it should he protected.
Wingecarribee Council and some local residents with
support of professional geological consultants, disputed
the interpretation of the results.
In considering the issue the former Minister, Mr.
Bed ford;
issued a {)irection dated 28th November, 1983
pursuant to Section 101 of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Act, 1979, making him
the determining authority with respect to
subdivision for Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge and
other affected deposits in the Shire, including
buffer areas, (Copy of Direction and map
extract at Appendix E); and
decided in making Wingecarribee L.E.P. No. 55 on
6th January, 1984, to retain the existing rural
zonings and declined to allow a reduction in the
minimum
the
subdivision standard over
Mt.
Misery/Hurdle Ridge deposit; and
directed that a
public
inquiry he held in
accordance with Section 119 of the Environmental
Planning and Assesment Act, 1979, because of
the public concern over the hard rock issue.
The Commission of Inquiry was conducted by Commissioners
J. Woodward and Dr. A. Cilpin.
It commenced on 1st
March, 1984, sitting intermittently until its conc1uson
on 2nd November, 1984.

In February, 1985, the Commissioners reported on their
investigations and found, inter alia:
(I)

the hard rock deposit of Mount Misery/Hurdle
Ridge to be of State and regional significance
requiring suitable land use control measures to
be implemented to ensure that the resource is
not sterilized by potentially incompatible or
conflicting land uses such as small area rural
subdivision (hobby farms); and

(ii)

that the area identified as the Mount Misery!
Hurdle Ridge deposits in submissions to the
inquiry was "too large and should be redefined
to include a reduced area for extraction
including adequate space for expansion and
buffer areas".

The Commissioners recommended the establishment of a
Working Party (comprising representatives from potential
quarry operators, the Wingecarribee Shire Council, the
Department of Mineral Resources, the Department of
Environment and Planning, local community groups and
existing landowners) to "define an area for future
extraction, including buffer areas"
The Minister for Planning and Environment accepted the
Commissioners' recommendations for the establishment of
a Working Party and agreed to the setting up of the Mt
Misery/Hurdle Ridge Working Party. The Terms of
Reference for the Working Party are in Appendix A.
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4. THE MT. MISERY/HURDLE RIDGE DEPOSIT
a) Geology
The Department of Mineral Resources provided to the
Working Party information on the Mt. Misery intrusion
which is located about 4 kilometres north of Berrima.
It is approximately 3.8 kilometres long and 2 kilometres
For convenience the
wide at its widest point.
southeastern part of the intrusion is generally referred
while the northwestern part is
to as "Mount Misery
referred to as "Hurdle Ridge'. (See map in Appendix D)
The Mount Misery intrusion was initially identified as a
significant potential source of hard rock aggregate in
1970 by the Department of Mineral Resources and was
subsequently given high priority and recommended for
planning protection by that Department in 1975.
In 1983, a geophysical survey and a limited diamond
drilling programme were conducted over the Mount Misery
end of the intrusion by the Department of Mineral
Resources.
Limited testing of core samples from the
drilling programme was carried out by the Department of
Main Roads.
The Department of Main Roads has indicated that the
material sampled should be suitable for most aggregate
purposes, particularly skid resistant aggregate for road
surfacing. However, concentrations of secondary
minerals, principally siderite in more altered
some
microsyenite could possibly affect its use in
applications. The Department of Mineral Resources
however, does not see this is as a major problem as the
material would still have a wide range of uses.
Bulk
sampling and testing would be required to fully evaluate
the suitability of all parts of the deposit.
No testing has been carried out by the Department of
Mineral Resources on Hurdle Ridge. However, the
microsyenite outcropping appears similar to that at
Mount Misery.
Drilling by Monier Limited in October 1986, confirmed an
average thickness of microsyenite of 100 metres on the
southern portion. This infers a total Mt. Misery/Hurdle
Ridge resource of at least 350 million tonnes for the
total deposit.
Testing by the company has revealed no
adverse properties and the stone from that location
would produce aggregate suitable for concrete and road
making purposes. The large size of the deposit means
that extraction will be phased over a very long time,
with some parts unlikely to be required possibly for 100
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years or more.
h) Findings of the Tablelands Blue Metal Technical SubCrmmi ttcc

In March 1982, the Department published a report known
as Planning for Blue Metal Quarrying in the
Municipalities of Sheliharbour and Kiama Tablelands SubRegion". That report comprised the findings of both the
Kiama/Sheliharbour and the Tablelands Blue Metal
Technical Sub-committees of the lilawarra Regional
Planning Committee.
The Tablelands Sub-committee was established in 1979 to
examine such aspects as the location of blue metal
deposits, the size of deposits, current and future
demand and ways to extract the resource with least
environmental impact.
With respect to demand the Sub-committee found:
that in the near future, probably within ten years,
at least one large quarry will be required in the
Tablelands sub-region to supply part of the needs of
the Sydney market. The existing quarries at Bowral
and Exeter could not meet this large demand from
their present sites, and it has been concluded that
deposits such as Mount Misery and Mount Flora are
the only deposits large enough to support a long
term quarry operation. P.4.
c) Findings of the commission of Iflquiry Regarding Mt.
Misery/Hurdle Ridue
The Commissioners Woodward and Gilpin found that
"significant deposits of coarse aggregate exists at Mt.
Misery/Hurdle Ridge and should be protected for future
extraction. (P45 of the Commissioners of Inquiry Report
to the Minister for Planning and Environment.) The
Commissioners acknowledged that even though the deposits
have commercial potential, some questions remain about
the overall quality of the deposits, but despite this
they are of state and regional significance.
They supported the view that a quarry could be located
within
acceptable
environmental limits and without
adverse environmental impact on the township of Berrima
or its tourist activities.
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5. REDEFINING THE EXTRACTION AREA
In order to redefine the reserve identified by the
Department of Mineral Resources at the Inquiry, the
Working Party considered the following criteria to be
most significant:
- Visual impact
- Noise impact
- Vegetation
- Topography
Without a specific development application to consider,
the question of visual impact emerged as the dominant
criteria for re-examining the resource area at this
stage. The other criteria may eventually further limit
the area to be extracted but visual impact was explored
thoroughly by the Working Party because its likely
impact on the surrounding community could be assessed
more readily.
Two general principles were considered with respect to
These were whether or not to preserve
visual impact.
exactly the current skyline or whether to allow a
gradual lowering of the skyline over time. The first
option would render the majority of the deposit
The Working Party endorsed the second
unavailable.
for the
option as a general concept which allows
lowering of the skyline to enable the recovery of more
of the resource, provided no views of the working face
of the quarry are afforded from significant vantage
points and any views into the quarry are kept to a
minimum.
In order to assess likely visual impact a series of
profiles were prepared from maps and then verified by
inspection, which illustrated current visibility of the
resource area. The extent of the deposit which could be
extracted but which caused minimum visual impact was
then identif led.
To collate the information value judgernents were
necessary, because only a very small part of the deposit
could be quarried without being seen from surrounding
vantage points at all . It was also found that two parts
of the deposit could be seen from certain vantage points
because these points are higher than the defined
These are the eastern part of the
resource area.
deposit when viewed from the vicinity of Oxley Hill and
the western part of the deposit when viewed from the
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vicinity of Mandemar Ridge. (see map at Appendix D)
Both these areas are approximately 5-6 kilometres from
the deposit, thereby having less of an impact than
closer vantage points. The judgements referred to above
placed a lesser value on views from those distances than
closer vantage points. Other judgements related to:
- extent of vegetation between the vantage points
and the deposit which has a screening affect if
retained;
- density of current and proposed development near
the vantage point;
- slope; and
- the ability of quarry workings to be screened on
the site by vegetation, earth mounds etc.
Any visual impacts which are still likely to occur as a
result of quarrying in the redefined area should be
lessened by progressive tree planting near the quarry
rim to form a screen and by quarry design techniques
which should conceal the working face as much as
possible. Landholders close to the redefined resource
area however expressed discontent at the potential
visual impact quarry operations may have on their
residences. However it was demonstrated the Working
Party that residences in close proximity to a quarry are
the easiest to screen.
The lowlying area between Mt Misery and Hurdle Ridge
(shown in cross hatching at Appendix H) contains high
quality material but was found to be suitable for
extraction only if special precautions were taken,
because it is highly visible from certain areas. These
precautions include the construction of a bund wall and
tree planting to screen the area from surrounding
vantage points well prior to the commencement of any
operations.
The reduction of area in which quarrying should be
permitted, as agreed to by the Working Party, is in the
order of 28%. This still enables the protection of the
majority of views.
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6. THE RESOURCE BUFFER AREA
The Working Party, when examining the question of a
buffer area around any potential quarry at Mt.
Misery/Hurdle Ridge found that work on buffer areas
elsewhere is in its infancy. The concept of buffers has
long been recognised, but their size and the extent of
allowable uses are open to debate and depend on quarry
type, location and local circumstances.
The report "Planning for Blue Metal Quarrying in the
Municipalities of Sheliharbour and Kiarna and Tablelands
endorsed the concept of buffers,
1982"
Sub-Region
noting that "quarry areas needed to be buffered to limit
conflict with the surrounding community due to noise,
vibration and dust, and at the same time, to enable a
Following this
valuable resource to be extracted'.
report buffer areas were established around existing
quarries in the Kiama and Sheilbarbour Municipalities.
These were zoned "environmental protection' and land
uses limited to those unlikely to be adversely affected
by or to adversely affect the quarry operations.
The Working Party supported the need for a buffer area
around the Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge deposit:
(a)

surrounding
to minimise conflict with the
community because of noise, vibration and
dust;
to enable the extraction of the resource with
a minimum of landuse conflicts; and
to retain the visual amenity of the deposit
area when viewed from surrounding vantage
points.

The Working Party considered that two buffers would be
involved around a quarry. One is an operational buffer
which would be determined at a development application
stage when actual environmental impacts could be
assessed. The other is a planning buffer which, in the
absence of a specific proposal would control land uses
and thereby retain future options for an operational
buffer and ensure long term protection of the resource.
Dust, noise and vibration were considered to be the
three principal factors dictating the extent of any
buffer. The source of these impacts were from:
- Drilling
- Blasting
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- Excavating and loading
- Crushing
- Screening
- Transporting
Of these blasting and drilling cause the greatest
nuisance.
Work carried out by the State Pollution
Control Commission on blasting suggests that where an
airbiast overpressure limit of 115d B (Lin) is set, a
buffer zone of 900 metres is the likely minimum.
With
respect to noise, in order to meet the S.P.C.C.
guidelines during the day time a minimum of 1,000 metres
is likely to be required from the source, subject to
site specific examination.
In order to further evaluate buffer zones, a Committee
known as the Quarry Masters' Association Liaison
Committee has been set up under the Chairmanship of the
S.P.C.C.
That Committee is currently in the early
stages of its investigation, but work so far carried
out, particularly by quarry operators in the Sydney
Region validates S.P.C.C. requirements, by indicating
that 1,000 metres is the minimum area required for a
reasonable planning buffer. Lesser areas may be
tolerable under certain circumstances for operational
buffers.
The Working Party adopted the figure of 1,000 metres
from the perimeter of the Mount Misery/Hurdle Ridge
extraction area, as the planning buffer.
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7. LAND USE CONTROLS FOR THE RESOURCE AND PLANNING
BUFFER AREAS
(a) Existing Land Use Controls
(I) Local Environmental Plan No. 55 (LE.P. No. 55).
Most of the land at Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge is currently
zoned Rural (a) in Wingecarribee L.E.P. No. 55.
(Refer to map at Appendix G). A small section is zoned
In
7(c) Environmental Protection (Water Catchment).
these zones the minimum allotment size for a dwelling is
40 hectares, with Council consent though these
additionally require the Director's concurrence under
the Illawarra Regional Environmental Plan No. 1. There
is also an ability to excise one concessional allotment
from existing holdings. (These are defined as an area
of land in one ownership at 16th February, 1968 whether
that land is a single parcel or a group of parcels which
are adjoining or adjacent).
The Wingecarribee Shire Council is currently reviewing
planning instruments which operate throughout the Shire.
The Working Party recommends that any review should
require that dwelling houses continue to need
development consent in the resource and planning buffer
area at Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge in order to ensure that
effective development control measures as recommended in
this report are implemented.
(ii) The Illawarra Regional Environmental Plan No. 1
(I.R.E.P.)
The Illawarra Regional Environmental Plan No. 1 (I.R.E.P
No. 1) was gazetted on 11th April, 1986, and became
effective on 12th May, 1986. The objectives of the Plan
with respect to extractive materials are:
to manage the extractive resources of the
region in a co-ordinated manner so as to meet
community needs while ensuring that adverse
impact on the environment and the community is
minimal;
to ensure that development proposals for land
containing extractive resources are assessed
in relation to the potential problem of
rendering those resources unavailable; and
to ensure that the transportation of
extractive materials has a minimal adverse
impact on the community and that the
transportation of large volumes of extractive
materials shall by-pass urban areas where
possible.
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Clause 33 of the Plan requires local Councils, when
consenting to development over land identified as
containing extractive materials, (refer to map at
Appendix F) to obtain the concurrence of the Director of
Environment and Planning, except for:
- extractive industries and related purposes;
- agriculture and associated purposes;
- local roads; or
- home industries
Dwelling houses require the Director's concurrence.
When the Director is deciding whether or riot to grant
his concurrence above he must take into account;
the impact the proposed development, if
carried out, would have on the availability of
extractive materials; and
whether the benefit to the community of the
proposed development, if carried out, is
greater than the costs to the community of
refusing consent to the development
application, redesigning or relocating the
development or rendering the extractive
materials unavailable.
The I.R.E.P. No. 1 Plan also contains requirements for
the preparation of Local Environmental Plans.
Such a
plan for urban development can only be prepared after
the Council has consulted with the Department of Mineral
Resources and considered:
the impact the proposed development is likely
to have on the availability of the particular
resource, or on any current resource
extraction operations;
whether the development would render that
resource unavailable, and considered this
cost to the community when compared with
costs to the community of not permitting the
development; and
whether provision can he made for compatible
land uses adjacent to areas of present or
likely future resource extraction.

( i i i ) Direction under S.101 of the E.P. & A. Act.
1979.
A S. 101 Direction was notified for the deposit area by
the former Minister, Mr. Bedford, on 23rd November,
1983. (Appendix E) This Direction requires the
Minister's consent for all future subdivision. No
applications have yet been made.
Development
(b) current
Mt.Misery/Hurdle Ridqe

Potential

at

Under current zonings a range of uses are
permissible, but the Working Party considered
the most critical ones to be subdivision and
the erection of dwellings. An examination of
Council records shows that under the current
environmental planning controls which cover
the Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge deposit and a
1,000 metre surrounding buffer zone. There
is:
(U potential for six (6) additional allotments.
These are one (1) concessional allotment, on
Greerihills Road and five (5) 40 bectare lots
from the Hindmarsh property;
potential for a total of twenty-one (21)
additional houses if the subdivision in (i)
(This figure includes the property
occurred.
of Compton Park, which is currently under
negotiation for purchase by one of the
companies represented on the Working Party.
Nine (9) potential houses are involved on this
property). Of this figure of twenty-one (21)
only four (4) are located on the actual
deposit area; and
seventeen (17) existing houses.
it should be noted that some properties with development,
by the defined
potential are only partly affected
The above
planning buffer line.
resource area and
figures assurtie in those cases that any future dwellings
would be located outside the planning buffer area and
are therefore riot included.
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8. SECURING_THE RESOURCE
The Working Party considered at length the difficult
question of ensuring the deposit remains available for
If too much capital is invested over the
extraction.
site the extra aquisition costs when added to production
costs may render extraction uneconomic. On the other
hand however, if current rights of landholders are
reduced it could be argued that those landholders are
being penalised and are subsidising the public interest.
There are two ways of securing the resource. These are
by way of more restrictive land use controls or, if
these prove insufficient, by acquisition.
(1) Planning Mechanisms
As noted earlier in this report, the Mt. Misery/Hurdle
has
Ridge deposit, including a nominal buffer area
already largely been secured under the provisions of the
Illawarra Regional Environmental Plan No. 1. Under that
Plan, developments not compatible with extractive
This
industries require the Director's concurrence.
includes dwellings.
A S.101 Direction also applies to the deposit,
requiring the Minister's consent for subdivision. There
are other ways however for securing the deposit under
the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979.
-

State Environmental Planning Policies
A policy can be made by the Minister for Planning
and Environment specifying the uses permissible over
the deposit and the buffer area around it.

-

Regional Environmental Plans
Such a plan which is also a State Government
initiative, could be site specific and involve the
same planning controls as a State Policy.

-

Local Environmental Plans
This is a Council initiative which could introduce
further development controls on and near the
deposit, if necessary.
Acquisition

Four options were considered:
- Direct purchase by a quarry company;
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By a fund set up by the Quarry Masters
Association
with
all
Quarry
Companies
contributing. Eventual users of the deposit
could reimburse the central fund when extraction
occurs or is to occur.
However, the Quarry
Masters Association does not have the mechanism
or scope within its charter to set up such a
fund. Such an arrangement between competing
companies is considered highly unlikely. It also
could be seen as an uncompetitive or restrictive
arrangement between companies which could even be
unacceptable under the Trade Practices Act.
Through the Illawarra Development Fund if it were
to become operational.
it would involve
contributions by all Councils in the Region,
which together with State Government money could
be used to acquire lands of regional
significance. However, the Councils in the
Region are opposed to the Fund.
A public authority.
The E.P. & A. Act allows
land to be reserved in environmental planning
instruments for a public purpose. However, hard
rock quarrying would need to be prescribed as a
public purpose before a reservation could be
applied. Any land reserved in a Plan must
identify the public authority for which it is
reserved and make provision for the acquisition
of that land, which is normally at the request of
the owner.
The most likely public authority in
this case would be the Department of Mineral
Resources, but there is no precedent for this in
N.S.W.
The Working Party concluded that, at this time, direct
negotiation by a quarry company is the only option as
the necessary funds required or mechanisms to obtain the
funds for the other three options are not available.
However it is recognised that a landholder unwilling to
sell could delay quarry development on the deposit or
part thereof.
The landowners hold strongly to the view that a quarry
company must have agreement, control or proprietorship
over land titles that are partly or wholly affected by
the operational buffer.
On the other hand quarry company and Department of
Mineral Resources representatives feel strongly that in
certain circumstances such control is not necessary
unless a significant environmental impact can be
determined.
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The Working Party supports the general principle, that
the operational buffer should be in the control of the
quarry company, whether by lease, purchase or mutual
agreement recognising that in some instances this may
not be necessary.
(iii) Additional Landuse Controls
The Working Party considered the question of current and
potential land uses at Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge, with a
view to ensuring the availability of the deposit whilst
recognising the needs and expectations of current
owners.
As outlined previously the number of potential
additional dwellings on the deposit and in the buffer
area combined is twenty-one (21). However this includes
the potential subdivision of one large existing holding
into five (5) 40 hectare lots within the buffer area and
The Working Party concluded that
over the deposit.
current dwelling entitlements of one dwelling on each 40
hectare allotment should not be reduced because of the
number of dwellings involved (twenty-one) and the long
life of the deposit. (Some areas may not be extracted
for over one hundred years) . However, it was considered
that further subdivision below 40 hectares should not be
allowed because it may unreasonably increase the
possibility of rendering the resource unavailable.
Therefore the Working Party recommends (though not by
Illawarra Regional
the
that
a unanimous decision)
Environmental Plan No. 1 be amended to reflect the
redefined area, and to contain the following provisions:
that no further subdivision below 40 hectares be
allowed.
the land uses permissible within the
that
resource area and planning buffer area should
generally be confined to: Advertising
agriculture, clubs, dwelling
structures,
houses, extractive industries and related
purposes, forestry , home industries, local
roads, offensive or hazardous industries,
recreation areas, plant nurseries, recreation
vehicle areas, and timber yards and any other
compatible land uses.
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When considering an application for any of the
abovementioned purposes (except for extractive
industries) in the planning buffer after a quarry has
been established or a development application for a
quarry has been lodged the Working Party recommends that
the Council should be satisfied that:1) the development will not be significantly
affected in an adverse manner by proximity to a
quarry; whether existing or planned.
the applicant for the consent is aware of the
nature of the quarry operation or likelihood of
a future quarry operation and has notified the
council in writing of his/her or its awarness
of any impacts quarrying may have on land within
the planning buffer area; and
the development will not pose an unreasonable
restriction on quarry operations.
Because the I.R.E.P. No. I has become effective since
the Section 101 Direction was notified by the Minister,
the Working Party agreed that the SIOl Direction would
no longer be necessary once the recommended alterations
to the Regional Plan had been made.
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9. ACCESS
The question of access presented a contentious issue for
the Working Party. Despite the Government's policy of
maximum rail haulage for bulk freight, the capital costs
involved because of terrain, distances and market
destinations invcdved at Mt Misery/Hurdle Ridge mean
that road transport of the material appears to be the
only practicable mode in the foreseeable future. The
problem is to ensure both laden and empty vehicles
obtain access to and from the site without causing
adverse environmental impact to the local community.
The Working Party recognised that the majority of the
material will be destined for the Sydney Region and will
therefore need access to the F5 Freeway which is
currently under construction. A small quantity of
quarry products may be needed locally and hence trucks
making local deliveries will use the old Hume Highway.
It should be recognised that sortie deliveries to local
destinations (eg. Moss Vale) may also need to travel
through Berrima. This possibility still causes much
concern to Berrtma residents.
A number of options were assessed, some of which
provided more acceptable solutions than others.
Due to the regional transport benefits, both the D.M.R.
and the Council supporL an interchange at Welby for
northbound traffic, as part of any long term access
strategy. Alternative access options could increase the
attractiveness of these to other users wishing to
connect with the Freeway, thereby drawing additional
traffic into the locality. From a wider planning
viewpoint this has the potential of adding to the
environmental impacts beyond those attributable to
development at Mt. Misery/ Hurdle Ridge.
The following table lists the options considered and
A map at
their reasons for acceptance or rejection.
Appendix I indicates the location of each potential
access point.. Costs are indicative only. No assessment
of developer contributions propc)rtic>nal to public
expenditure has been made because the prime concern to
the Working Party was the level of environmental impact.
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Table - Access
!oute

Cost

Rejected!
Preferred /
Not Preferred

I. Greenhills Road $0.7 million Not preferred
F5 Freeway via a
ramp at their
intersection. An
off-ramp would be
necessary on the
eastern side of the
Freeway

ions
Reason

- Low speed because of
steep gradient would
cause a safety hazard at
intersection with the
Freeway.
- High noise levels would
be generated by fully
laden trucks travelling
up Bendooley Hill from a
low speed.
- On-Load ramp required to
be long and therefore
costly if speed problm
is to be overcome.
- could attract heavy traffic
down Greenhills Road from
other sources
- off-ramp at the bottom of a
grade could cause a safety
problem at the T
intersection at Greenhills
Road.

Greenhills Road not costed
- Old Highway
through Berrima
to Medway
intersection

Rejected

- Passage of trucks through
Berrima unacceptable (This
was agreed to unanimously
by the Working Party.

Greenhills-Road not costed
Wombeyan Caves
Road - F5
Freeway via
Hume Highway
through Mittagong

Rejected

- Passage of trucks along
Wombeyan Caves Road
unacceptable to numerous
local residents
- Upgrading of Wombeyan
Caves Road too costley

Greenhills Road not costed
Hume Highway - F5
at Aylernerton via
Mittagong

Not preferred - Passage of trucks through
in the long
Mittagong to be
term
discouraged.
- Passage of trucks through
rural residential zone
fronting Greenhills Road
to be discouraged

5. Greenhills Road $.75 million Not preferred - Trucks pass residences on
Hume Highway - F5 for ramp
Greenhills Road. A
via a new ramp at
permutation of this is
Welby
preferred as shown in 5(a)

5(a) Greenhills Road
private haul road
to Hume Highway
and then to F5
Freeway at
Ayleniertori or Weihy
if an interchange
is constructed there

Preferred

- Avoids Berriina
- Avoids passing rural
residential development
along Greenhills Road
- Supports development of
Weihy interchange
- Passage of trucks through
Mit.taqong to be discouraged
in the long term.

Preferred

- This is the most direct
route, but it appears
likely to be too
costly
- Intersection of Comptori
Park Road and Greenhills
Road would present a
traffic safety problem
which would need to be
overcome.

Ramp from
Comptori Park
Road direct to
F5 Freeway

$3 million

Private on and
off ramps from
Old Mandemar
Road

$2.15 million Preferred

- For this to be an
acceptable option it is
essential that it not be
used as a general traffic
thoroughfare through
Berrima. Consequently the
ramps would need to be
owned and operated solely
by the Company.

From the options investigated, the Working Party
concluded that there were three potential solutions.
These were No's 5a, 6 and 7. No ranking was applied.
It was recognised that these options may not be the only
ones and that others may come to light when the details
of an E.I.S. and development application are being
considered. At that time serious consideration would
need to be given to the options preferred by the Working
Party, with sound reasons given by the consent authority
and any proponent if an alternative to those options is
to be allowed.
In relation to access, noise impacts on affected
properties need to be given consideration at the E.I.S.
Buffer arid/or accoustic screening zones along
stage.
determined access routes may be necessary.
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10. QuARRY DESTC PRINCTPLES TO MINIMISE ENVTRONMETAL
IMPACT
Extractive industry is designated development under the
Environmental Planning and Assessment Requlati Ofl and
therefore requires an environmental impact statement
(E. I.S) to accompany any development application lodged
with the Council.
Details of the proposal would be
addressed in that statement which is required to he made
available for public inspection and comment for thirty
days before a decision can be made.
The Working Party considered ways in which quarrying
operations at Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge could be designed
to minimise environmental impact. In the absence of a
development application and a detailed site evaluation
in an E.I.S., the Working Party could only suggest
general principles.
These should be considered
by
proponents and the consent authority when determining a
development application and could be incorporated into
conditions of consent. The Institute of Quarrying has
produced some very useful documents relating to
quarrying practice which would also be of assistance to
the consent authority.
These relate to environmental
noise, explosives and blasting. The following general
principles were considered by the Working Party to be
relevant for future quarrying operations at Mt.
Misery/Hurdle Ridge:
Blast face orientation to be away from populated
areas as far as practicable to minimise the
impact from noise and vibration;
Concealment
of the working face behind an
undisturbed hill slope. Visual impact should be
further reduced by tree planting just below the
proposed future skyline;
No spillage or overburden to be allowed over the
rim, except where it is for the construction of
a bund wall;
Quarry workings, including stockpiles wherever
possible to be carried out below the new
skyline;
Environmental effects of blasting to be lessened
by bench heights being designed and Maximum
Instantaneous Charges to be applied at. Minimum
levels;
(f) Drainage from all quarry workings to be properly
controlled and treated on site; and
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(g)

All quarry workings including processing plant
and stockpiles, but excluding bund walls and
landscaping etc, are to be concealed within the
Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge operative buffer area
as defined in any E.I.S.

M.

9.

APPENDIX A

TERMS OF REFERENCE
1. To review:the extent of the hard rock deposit at Mt.
Misery/Hurdle Ridge; and
the extent of the deposit which has potential
for future extraction;
2. To examine the means of protecting the Mt.
Misery/Hurdle Ridge resource, including planning
controls.
3. To determine an appropriate buffer zone and
potential land uses within the buffer zone for the
Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge deposit.
4. To advise and make recommendations to the Minister
for Planning and Environment and the Director of
Environment and Planning on:(1) the means of protecting the hard rock resource
at Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge, including planning
controls;
the extent of the buffer area around the
resource;
the land uses capable of being accommodated in
the buffer zone;
the means of access from the deposit to the F5
Freeway; and
any other matters relating to future
development of a quarry at Mt. Misery referred
to in the Commission of Inquiry Report.
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APPENDIX B
LIST OF MEMBERS
Mr. K. Sullivan (Chairman) - Department of Environment
and Planning
Mr.D. McGowan

- Wingecarribee Shire Council

Mr. D. Nicolaisen

- State Polilution Control
Commission
- Department of Mineral
Resources

Mr. S. Lishmund
Mr. J. Bonner

- The Quarry Masters'
Association of N.S.W.

Mr. B. Harrison

- Monier Limited

Mr. C. Allen

- Pioneer Concrete Pty
Limited

Ms. J. Reid

- B.M.I. Limited

Mr. K. Plowman

- Mt. Misery/Hurdle Ridge
Resident Action Group
- Berrima Residents
Association

Mrs. M. Fenton-Jones
Mr. C. Stranger

- Compton Park Pty. Limited

Mr. H. Kuschel, and Mr. R. Woodward of the Department of
Environment and Planning acted as Secretary and Planner
for the Working Party respectively.
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APPENDIX C
The following
Working Party:

persons

also

attended meetings of the

Mr. I. Paterson

-

Department of Mineral
Resources

Mr. D. Duke

Monier Limited

Mr. R. Corkery

-

Mr. I. Wallace

-

Quarry Masters' Association
and B.M.I. Limited.

Mr. A. Hazard

-

Compton Park Pty. Ltd.

Mr. W. Highland

Mr. D. Stranger
Mr. I. Carter
Mr. C. King
Mr. M. Chellew
Mr. A. De Rosa
Mr. T. Hindmarsh
Mr.

Farguar

Mr.

Salter

Mrs. J. Salter
Mr. P. Collins
Mr. R. Baker
Mrs. S. Plowman
Mr. P. Ilatt
Mr. V. Bonello
Mr. P. Aibson
Mr. R. Hutchison
Mr. Burchell

Monier Limited
Consultant to Monier
Limited

Compton Park Pty. Ltd
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Department of Main Roads
Consultant
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Berrima Residents Association
(for Mrs. M. Fenton-Jones)
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ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT ACT, 1979
DIRECTION UNDER SECTION 101

I, the Minister for Planning and Environment, considering
it expedient in the public interest to do so, having
regard to matters of significance for State or Regional
environmental planning, direct, pursuant to Section 101
of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act, 1979,
the Council of the Shire of Wingecarribee to refer to
the Secretary of the Department of Environment and
Planning, for determination by me, any development
application to carry out development for the purposes
of subdivision in relation to the land described in
the Schedule (75/15080 Pt. 4)

DFORD
ERnE
k
Minister for Planning
and Environment

Sydney,

ci o

1983

SCHEDULE
The land shown by heavy black edging
on plan catalogued No. 091 205 12 001
in the office of the Department of
Environment and Planning.
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